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Bass Lake



Fire!

“Sue, wake up!” said

Gail.

“Gail, it is five.  It is

not time to get up,” said

Sue.  “The sun is not

up.”

“Do you see that?”

said Gail.   “That big
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light in the pines? It

woke me up.”

Sue could see the

light.  “That is not a

light,” said Sue.  “That

is a big fire.  It is on its

way to Deer Cove!”

“Mr. Weeks has his

home on Deer Cove,”

said Gail. “He is in bed.

So he will not see the

fire!”
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“That is not a light,” said Sue. 
“That is a big fire!”



“We have to go to

Deer Cove and wake

him,” said Sue.  “Then

we can run back down

the road and get out of

here.”

Gail and Sue got out

of their bags.  They ran

up the road to Deer

Cove.  They had to save

Mr. Weeks from the fire.
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Deer Cove

Gail and Sue ran up the

road.  They could feel

the heat of the fire.

They had to get to Deer

Cove.  They had to wake

Mr. Weeks.  

The fire was not at

Deer Cove yet.  They
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had time to wake Mr.

Weeks.  Then they could

run back down the road.

Gail and Sue got to

the cove.  They ran to

the log home.  “Mr.

Weeks, Mr. Weeks,

wake up!” they said.

Mr. Weeks came out.

He saw Gail and Sue.

Then he saw the fire.

“That is a mean fire.
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“Mr. Weeks, Mr. Weeks, wake up!” 
said Gail and Sue.
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And it will be here

soon,” said Mr. Weeks. 

“We have to get out

of here,” said Gail.

“Look, the trees near

the road are on fire,”

said Mr. Weeks.  “We

can not take the road

out of here.”

“Mr. Weeks, is your

boat here?” said Gail.

“Yes, it is tied up at
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the dock,” said Mr.

Weeks.  

“We can take the

boat out on the lake,”

said Gail.  “Then we will

be safe from the fire.”
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